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The plot of the film: the Pakistani submarine "Ghazi" plans to enter the port of Vizag.n To do this, it must pass the Indian submarine S21. But, having passed through the boat, he is ambushed and, captured, is either shot or drags the boat to the bottom with him. On land: the offensive of the Armenian army in Nagorno-Karabakh, with the aim of occupying the Iranian port of Anzali. Composer: David Bowie "The Incredible
Life of Walter Mitty" As the title suggests, the film is also about billionaire Walter Mitty, who lives on the banks of the Mississippi. One day, his grandfather comes to the beach, who says that one day he will rise again and lead Mitty to battle with an alien monster, which supposedly is dying and is preparing to appear in order to destroy the Earth. Soon, Mitty discovers that he is not a living being, but a human robot. As the
battle begins, he learns that all of his robots are giant nanorobots that are launched by his monster father. In the end, it turns out that Walter is not just a man, he is a cyborg sent to kill his father in order to save the Earth in this way. (Reference to The Incredible Hulk) Commander of Mercy: the mermaid machine that supports the Earth This film is a continuation of the Matrix universe. Commander Mercy's machines are
taking over the humans, and now they're plotting mass suicide. But this is still not a completely peaceful action. Their goal is to drown two million people in order to make the world perfect during the flood. The original script for this part of The World was written by Keira Knightley herself. For many years of filming, Kira did not have a single negative response from the public, and critics were also very pleased when
they learned that she would write the script for the new part of Pretty Woman. Unfortunately, all these hopes collapsed during the filming, in January 2003 the film "Pretty Woman" was closed. Keir Naitrich didn't know what to write to her at all. Every month there were new and new stories about her love for the characters of her own "Beauty", and as a result she returned to what she loved. The movie had a strong and rich
storyline - amazing how
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